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law libraries are specialized information centers dedicated to the collection, dis-
semination, and preservation of legal materials. the American Association of law
libraries categorizes law libraries by type: academic, government, and private.1 Patron
groups for these libraries vary, but include students, faculty, attorneys, judges, and mem-
bers of the public. As with any kind of library, law libraries strive to tailor their collections
to serve their primary user groups; thus, U.s. law libraries focus on acquiring and pro-
viding access to U.s. federal and state materials. A browse through the shelves of many
U.s. law libraries, however, will reveal that foreign materials of varying levels of quantity
and quality are also available for consultation. the main purpose of this essay is to explore,
in historical and modern terms, how U.s. law libraries have approached collecting mate-
rials associated with one particular area of the globe—latin America.2 After an historical
overview of latin American collections in selected U.s. law libraries, the essay will focus
more specifically on collection development approaches and trends. the multiple chal-
lenges presented in acquiring legal materials from and about this region will also be dis-
cussed, along with various methods that have been utilized to successfully meet those
challenges.

What Are Latin American Legal Materials?
Before diving straight into the topic at hand, a short introduction to the kinds of

materials under discussion is warranted. the term “latin American legal materials” is
admittedly general in the sense that there are twenty countries in the defined region,
each with a unique judicial system and legal publishing tradition. it would be too large
an endeavor, though, to report on how U.s. law libraries approach collecting materials
from and about each of the twenty nations. thus, the term “latin American legal mate-
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rials” will be used here as a broad rubric to encompass primary and secondary materials
pertaining to the laws of latin American countries—published in all formats within the
region, as well as outside of it. significant variations involving specific countries, however,
will be indicated where applicable.

it is essential to briefly examine the law of latin America itself in order to understand
the types of latin American legal materials available directly from the region, as well as
the importance of the various legal texts. to begin with, it is erroneous to suggest that
there is a universal set of rules that applies to all twenty nations—a  so- called latin Amer-
ican legal regime. each country has its own constitution, set of national and local laws,
and domestic courts structure. Despite variations in legal systems, however, all twenty
latin American nations follow the civil law tradition to some extent. the civil law tra-
dition, which was introduced by the various european colonizing powers, has its roots
in the roman republic and generally rejects the notion of  judge- made law.3 these coun-
tries’ most important legal materials are thus the laws themselves, which are first pub-
lished in official government gazettes.4 individual laws may subsequently be published
chronologically as sets of session laws, and further organized by topic in codes that pro-
vide comprehensive frameworks for private, commercial, penal, and other areas of law.
Digitized versions of gazettes, legislation, codes, and executive branch directives are now
routinely posted on government websites, although archival coverage and accessibility
vary from country to country.5

in addition, constitutions, treaties, and court opinions contribute to the corpus of
latin American legal materials. the first constitutions of  newly- independent latin Amer-
ican nations were drafted in the nineteenth century and have been superseded multiple
times in most instances.6 William s. Hein & Co.’s World Constitutions Illustrated database
offers digitized versions of historical and current latin American constitutions in the
vernacular, as well as modern versions in english translation. the texts of treaties involv-
ing latin American nations also add to the body of latin American law. treaties may be
compiled and indexed in print, and many are now available on the World Wide Web.
latin American court opinions are likewise primary legal documents, although these
decisions are not often precedential (unlike in common law jurisdictions where the doc-
trine of stare decisis applies).7 opinions of the  upper- level latin American courts are
published in court reporters in varying levels of thoroughness and regularity, and a num-
ber of latin American tribunals are now posting their decisions online.

included in the body of latin American legal resources is secondary literature pub-
lished in a variety of formats. Although legal scholarship or doctrine (doctrina) is not
considered to be a source of law per se in latin America, it is highly valued and utilized
heavily as persuasive authority.8 Doctrina may be found in a number of sources, including
treatises and law reviews. other secondary legal literature includes textbooks, encyclo-
pedias, and dictionaries, although their contents may not necessarily rise to the level of
doctrina. there are a number of publishers in latin America that specialize in legal mate-
rials, including librería Porrúa in Mexico,  rubinzal- Culzoni in Argentina, editorial
Jurídica in Chile, and saraiva in Brazil. Although numerous latin American law reviews
are now available electronically, electronic book publishing has not yet had a huge impact
in the region.9

latin American legal materials published in english are not plentiful. Although
latin American constitutions are routinely translated into english, there are relatively
few translations of latin American codes on the market.10 Decisions of latin American
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courts are likewise not regularly translated into english. in terms of secondary literature,
there is a casebook in english on latin American law, several monographs about the
legal systems of individual countries, and books about specialized areas of law in some
jurisdictions. A small number of U.s. law schools publish law reviews that focus on latin
America (Law and Business Review of the Americas and University of Miami Inter–Amer-
ican Law Review). Latin Lawyer is an online magazine that concentrates on business law
developments. the law library of Congress (llC) and the organization of American
states (oAs) have both published series on the legal literature and laws of latin American
countries, although much of this material is now outdated. in sum, there is a clear deficit
of contemporary latin American legal literature available in english in the forms of
direct translations and analysis.

the types of latin American legal materials that have historically been available for
U.s. law librarians to acquire for their institutions’ collections include primary sources,
such as government gazettes and codes, and secondary doctrinal literature in the form
of treatises. Prior to the advent of the World Wide Web in the 1990s, these sources were
available almost exclusively in print, but some are now available in both print and elec-
tronic formats, and some only electronically. Although most U.s. law libraries hold only
a small percentage of the available print resources, there are a number of repositories
that have rich acquisition histories. in order to understand the current challenges and
trends in collecting latin American legal materials, it is useful to explore how several of
these noteworthy print collections began and have evolved over time.

Latin American Collections in U.S. Law Libraries
the history of U.s. law libraries begins in the  pre- colonial era with the private col-

lections of practicing attorneys. these early collections, which were largely composed of
tomes focusing on english law, became the foundations for institutional law libraries.
Bar libraries, more specifically, began emerging in the nineteenth century and were sup-
ported largely by membership subscriptions. one such library was that of the Association
of the Bar of the City of new york which was founded in 1870. Between 1881 and 1889,
an extensive catalog of the library’s holdings (about 36,000 books) was compiled showing
the collection already included latin American materials.11 the library’s efforts to acquire
resources from the region continued into the twentieth century, with developing rela-
tionships between the library and booksellers in Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Peru, Bolivia,
ecuador, and Colombia.12 By the 1940s, the library was attempting to collect “the reports,
session laws and codes” for every latin American country.13

As the Association’s membership increased, so did visits to the library, and the
facility responded by adding more books. By 1962, its holdings surpassed 320,000 vol-
umes.14 Although demand for latin American materials specifically was not chronicled,
the library produced a bibliography on “Doing Business in latin America” that same
year, which suggests that members were increasingly utilizing materials from the region.
indeed, the Association’s library was one of a small handful of U.s. law libraries that
housed major latin American collections during that time period.15 in the early 1990s,
however, the library essentially stopped acquiring foreign law resources due to space and
budget concerns, along with changes in its patron base. the new york City Bar Associ-
ation subsequently donated some of its latin American materials to the law library
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Microform Consortium (llMC) for digitizing, and the remaining items were gifted to
the Jacob Burns law library at the george Washington University law school.16 Although
the new york City Bar’s library no longer houses a latin American collection, the fruits
of its earlier efforts to develop one have certainly not been wasted.

the los Angeles County law library (now lA law library) also began as a bar
association library in the late nineteenth century. the library received inadequate funding,
however, and its stewardship was turned over to the County in 1891, along with its col-
lection of more than 4,000 volumes. the library’s first foreign books were purchased in
1894:  twenty- eight volumes of Mexican and spanish law.17 in 1941, the library began to
focus earnestly on its latin American acquisitions and hired a consultant, Helen l.
Clagett, to develop the fledgling collection. Dr. William B. stern, who served as foreign
law librarian from 1939 to 1970, provided some insight into why the library focused so
heavily on latin America at that time. Writing in 1945, he asserted, “Changed political
conditions and viewpoints focus attention on our  latin- American neighbors. information
on their legal life becomes of paramount importance.”18 in 1959, Dr. stern indicated that
over half of his library’s foreign law queries involved Mexico, primarily due to its geo-
graphic proximity.19

the lA law library continued to devote financial and personnel resources to its
foreign law collection generally, and its latin American collection specifically. the library
was included in the lists of major latin American collections in U.s. libraries in 1957,
1960, and 1970.20 in a 1972 survey of foreign and international collections in selected U.s.
law libraries, los Angeles County ranked fifth by collection size (213,000), and listed
Mexican state gazettes as its area of specialization.21 in a similar 1988 survey, the library
identified itself as collecting the government gazettes of Brazil, Chile, Bolivia, Mexico,
guatemala, and numerous other latin American nations.22 A 1992 article suggested that
the library’s foreign law collection often matched or exceeded those available in the home
countries’ libraries, with the latin American and Mexican collections highlighted as
examples.23 the lA law library continues to focus on its extensive foreign law collection,
with latin America being an important part; the library currently collects most of the
latin American government gazettes in print, along with codes, selected case reporters,
and  practitioner- oriented materials.24

the collections of the great U.s. law school libraries also evolved during the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries, with the twentieth century bringing increased demands
for foreign materials. Both world wars contributed to this heightened demand, and aca-
demic law libraries acquiesced in order for their law schools to remain competitive.25 At
the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, the law library purchased a private collection
of Mexican and spanish law books in 1922.26 Professor Hessel e. yntema explained that
the library’s latin American collection continued to expand in the 1940s as a result of avia -
tion, which increased foreign trade, which in turn created legal problems. He concluded
that the “comparative study of the laws of the Americas, especially those affecting interna -
tional commerce, is of special and immediate interest.”27 in 1950, the director of the Michi -
gan law library, Hobart r. Coffey, travelled to Central and south America (to every country
except Bolivia and Paraguay) to purchase additional materials.28 Michigan’s law library
continues to collect latin American materials fairly heavily and currently has an approval
plan with rettalibros in Montevideo for items from Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil, Cuba,
and Venezuela.29 A number of other U.s. law school libraries have historically emphasized
latin America in their collections and remain dedicated to highlighting that area.30
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the U.s. law library with perhaps the most extensive history of collecting from this
region is the law library of Congress. first established as a separate department of the
library of Congress in 1832, the llC has evolved into the world’s largest with about 2.9
million volumes.31 it is renowned for its collection of foreign law, which covers almost
all of the world’s nations, including those of latin America. According to its website, the
llC attempts to acquire government gazettes, constitutions, codes, session laws, case
reporters, and a variety of other primary and secondary literature for all major national,
state, and equivalent jurisdictions.32

the complete history of the law library of Congress’ latin American collection
would be voluminous, but an attempt will be made here to capture its highlights. in
August of 1848, just three months after the termination of the U.s.-Mexican War (1846–
1848), the U.s. Congress directed the law library to procure all available Mexican con-
stitutions and laws.33 four years later, Congress appropriated $1,700 for more Mexican
materials, as well as spanish law books.34 in 1911, law librarian Dr. edwin Borchard
reported that the law library was “making a systematic effort to bring its collection of
foreign law to a state of high efficiency,” including that of latin America.35 in 1915, Dr.
Borchard added to the latin American collection after an acquisitions trip to eleven
latin American countries.36 in 1923, the library hired Dr. John thomas Vance to travel
to Mexico to obtain legal materials for the library. Vance, who was fluent in spanish and
had worked in the Dominican republic, was appointed law librarian in 1924.

Vance created a strong foundation for the current collection during his  nineteen-
year tenure as law librarian of Congress. in 1940, Vance described the law library’s
most recent efforts to “gather as complete collections as possible of the legislation and
jurisprudence” of the twenty latin American nations.37 in keeping with the library’s
emphasis on latin American materials, the latin American section was formed in Jan-
uary 1943. the section offered reference services focusing on the region, as well as trans-
lations of latin American legislation as requested by members of Congress.38 Before his
death in April 1943, Vance acquired 5,500 volumes of legal materials for the library during
a  six- month trip to latin America.39 in 1943, the American Bar Association’s special
Committee on the facilities of the law library of Congress reported:

latin America has been, ever since the coming of Dr. Vance, a very important field for the activities
of the law library of Congress. Both through blanket orders placed to secure complete coverage of
current legal publications, and through continuous checking of dealers’ offers, library lists, etc., every
effort is being made to keep complete and  up- to-date collections of laws, codes, court decisions, legal
treatises, and other pertinent legal material for each of the latin American republics. efforts are con-
stantly being made to fill in the gaps in the collections, both through correspondence and through
the utilization of the library of Congress representatives in latin America.40

one year later, the same committee stated that the library’s latin American collection
was “probably more nearly complete than those which exist in any other library,” due to
Vance’s attention.41

After Vance’s death, the llC continued its dedication to the latin American collec-
tion by inviting the head of the Biblioteca del Poder legislativo del Uruguay (Congres-
sional library of Uruguay) to serve as a consultant in 1946.42 in 1948, the library initiated
a project to microfilm the gazettes of every Mexican state and territory up until 1920.43

By 1956, the law library’s latin American collection was perhaps quantitatively the
largest in the world.44 in 1957, the latin American section was renamed the Hispanic
law Division to reflect the inclusion of spain, Portugal, their possessions, the Philippines,
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and Puerto rico in its scope of coverage. the Hispanic law Division was one of five of
the library’s  geographic- linguistic divisions that covered the world at that time. Helen
l. Clagett served as the division’s chief until her retirement in 1971.45

in the mid–1960s, Ms. Clagett provided a fascinating glimpse of the division’s activ-
ities during that time period. she indicated that growing Congressional interest in the
region had actually created minor “‘research explosions’” within the division.46 the U.s.
supreme Court also sought research assistance for several cases, including Banco Nacional
de Cuba v. Sabbatino, which is still the Court’s leading case on the Act of state Doctrine.47

Ms. Clagett attributed part of the proliferating demand for latin American legal materials
to events such as the “sovietization” of Cuba, the revolution in the Dominican repub-
lic, the presidential succession problem in Argentina, and attacks on the legal status of
guantánamo.48 According to her, other contributions to the increasing interest in latin
America included the implementation of  long- term programs such as the Alliance for
Progress.49

Ms. Clagett also reported on general reference service the division provided in the
early 1960s. in 1965, she indicated that 147 topics had been covered during the prior two
years.50 examples of reference questions that the division fielded included additional top-
ics related to Cuba, such as the constitutionality of Cuba’s revolutionary courts’ “‘war
crimes’” trials, the legal issues surrounding fidel Castro’s ransoming of prisoners in 1962,
and the impounding of Cuban planes in the United states by creditors of the Cuban gov-
ernment in the early 1960s.51 other queries involved the extradition from florida of a
former president of Venezuela (Marcos Pérez Jiménez) in 1963, and the 1956 disappear-
ance of a Columbia University professor who had been highly critical of the Dominican
republic’s rafael trujillo.52 one patron asked whether a foreigner could sit on the bench
of any of the latin American supreme courts.53

Although much of it is now outdated, the law library of Congress has contributed
substantially to the bibliographic literature for latin American legal materials. Dr. edwin
Borchard published a guide on the law and legal literature of Argentina, Brazil, and Chile
(1917), and similar guides were published in the 1940s as part of a project with the Center
of  inter- American legal studies.54 guides published during that period covered Colombia
(1943), Cuba, Haiti, and the Dominican republic (1944), Mexico (1945), Bolivia (1947),
Chile (1947), ecuador (1947), the Mexican states (1947), Paraguay (1947), Peru (1947),
Uruguay (1947), Venezuela (1947), and Argentina (1948). the Mexican and Peruvian
guides were updated in 1973 and 1976, respectively. the Hispanic law Division (and its
chief, Ms. Clagett, in particular) was instrumental in the publication of most of the afore-
mentioned guides. in addition, the division produced an Index to Latin American Leg-
islation that was published as a  two- volume set covering 1950–1960, with later
supplements covering 1961–1975. the Index was automated in 1976 and evolved into the
 web- based Global Legal Information Network (glin).55 glin lost financial support from
the U.s. government in 2012.56

the law library of Congress has continued its role as the largest law library in the
world, with substantial emphasis on its foreign law collection and related services. foreign
legal specialists who are currently on staff include several whose primary jurisdictional
emphasis is a latin American nation—specifically, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and
nicaragua.57 the law library now has a global research Directorate with two divi-
sions—foreign, Comparative, and international law Divisions i and ii. the services 
and responsibilities related to latin America are part of Division ii.58 the law library
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supports online initiatives, including the Global Legal Monitor, the In Custodia Legis
blog, and the comprehensive Guide to Law Online: Nations of the World. the law library
also provides online access to its recent reports on various legal topics related to foreign
jurisdictions, including the 2009 constitutional crisis in Honduras and the legal impli-
cations of fidel Castro’s resignation in 2008.

in sum, the early institutional law libraries in the United states included latin Amer-
ican materials in their collections, and those collections generally increased in size over
time to reflect demand. factors such as the development of aviation, the proliferation of
international trade, geographic proximity, and events in Cuba have all been cited as con-
tributing to this surge in demand. Although there is not a current published list of major
latin American collections in U.s. law libraries, the government law libraries on such a
list would certainly include the lA law library and the law library of Congress. Aca-
demic law libraries listed would undoubtedly include those at the University of Michigan,
yale (lillian goldman law library), Harvard, the University of texas at Austin (tarlton
law library), and the University of Miami. A few private law libraries, such as those of
the new york City Bar and global law firm Baker & McKenzie, once had large print col-
lections of latin American materials.59 law firm print collections in general, however,
have dwindled or even disappeared in recent years, due to space and budget concerns.60

As U.s. law libraries continue to add and withdraw latin American materials, it is useful
to take a closer look at the factors and selection tools influencing collection decisions.

Approaches to Collection Development
law libraries approach collection development much like other types of libraries;

that is, their primary goal is to meet users’ needs. As aforementioned, different types of
law libraries focus on different patron groups. law school libraries concentrate on their
own faculty and students, private law firm libraries acquire materials with their own
attorneys in mind, and public court libraries primarily serve the judges and clerks of the
court’s jurisdiction, as well as members of the public and local attorneys. law school
libraries will likely collect at the instructional or research levels, perhaps emphasizing
areas where its programs are strongest, as well as areas where its faculty are conducting
research.61 law firm libraries will collect in practice areas in which their firms specialize,
and public law libraries will likely emphasize primary and secondary materials covering
the laws of their own jurisdictions. law libraries must also decide whether to actually
develop a collection in a particular area, or buy on demand.

law libraries, like most libraries, fashion collection development policies that may
address such issues as cost, currency, language, format, and institutional priorities.62

space may also come into play. legal materials in particular make special demands in
terms of currency, official status, and authenticity. legislation may not be applicable if it
has recently been amended, and attorneys cannot properly utilize and cite to digitized
law if it is not official and authenticated.63 in terms of foreign law, some law library col-
lection development policies are broad, while others focus on legal system types, regions,
or even specific countries. the University of Michigan law library’s collection develop-
ment policy, for example, provides parameters for the general category of civil law juris-
dictions, noting that it will continue to collect extensively for Bolivia, guatemala, and
Panama as part of a Primary Collecting responsibilities Agreement.64 Michigan’s policy
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also includes a supplemental memo for Mexico.65 the collection development policy of
yale’s lillian goldman law library divides foreign law by region, and includes a section
on latin America.66 Duke’s goodson law library describes its general approach to col-
lecting foreign law, but attaches an Appendix that designates collecting levels by juris-
diction (materials from Mexico, for example, are collected at the research level).67

in approaching their collection decisions, law school libraries must also be cognizant
of binding standards for American Bar Association (ABA) accreditation, as well as the require -
ments for membership in the American Association of law schools (AAls). Although
the ABA Standards do not explicitly require that foreign law be part of a law school library’s
core collection, they do prescribe that the library should support “special teaching, schol-
arship, research, and service objectives.”68 thus, the Standards essentially require that
law school libraries appropriately support a curriculum that includes courses with global
content. the AALS Bylaws, although not binding in terms of ABA accreditation, require
that member law schools adhere to certain rules to maintain their memberships in good
standing. Although the bylaws do not specify that an AAls member library should collect
foreign law, they do demand that the collection “serve any special research and educa-
tional objectives.”69 Just as with the ABA Standards, the AALS Bylaws suggest that a mem-
ber library should adequately support a curriculum with international content.70

As the demand for international and foreign legal materials has proliferated, so has
the need for library personnel who specialize in foreign, comparative, and international
law (fCil). Although there is currently no set of core competencies for fCil librarians,
the law library literature has addressed this with recommendations for various skills that
should be required for these types of positions.71 these recommendations run the gamut
from geographic competencies, to foreign language facility, to curiosity and patience.
Although not recent, a 1976 article denoted what one author viewed as necessary quali-
fications for a librarian in charge of latin American legal collections—at least bilingual,
preferably multilingual, familiarity with publishing firms, authors, and pertinent subject
matter, and “knowledge of the workings of the various latin American nations.”72 A num-
ber of U.s. fCil librarians who currently select latin American legal materials do meet
these requisites and are certainly latin Americanists in their own right.

there are a number of current sources that provide guidance for developing fCil
collections.73 there is also historical literature providing direction for collecting latin
American legal materials, including a detailed article authored by Dr. William B. stern
in 1945.74 in 1965, the international Association of law libraries (iAll) hosted a panel
that stern himself chaired on the topic of latin American law. there, panelist Professor
Michael A. schwind of new york University advised librarians not to attempt to cover
the entire latin American region. it is possible, he said, to “have an excellent latin Amer-
ican law library without trying to get all the books published in all the latin American
countries.”75 in 1970, Professor fernando J. figueredo had this piece of advice:

it is very important that the acquisitions librarian realize that the establishment of a collection of
latin American legal materials also depends on the kind of institution that is going to use it and for
what purpose. it must be remembered that all of the latin American republics operate legally in civil
law systems, and thus the language of the statutes tend to be more significant than the corresponding
court opinions.76

in reviewing the spanish legal encyclopedia Nueva Enciclopedia Jurídica in 1978, Jorge
l. Carro essentially proclaimed that the purchase of this encyclopedia could substitute
for an entire latin American collection for law libraries on a tight budget.”77
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the American Association of law libraries (AAll) has historically provided guid-
ance for collecting materials from this region. During its early years as an organization,
AAll had an active Committee on securing  latin- American laws. in its 1910 report,
the Committee recommended:

… that considerable information concerning the laws of the  latin- American countries could be
obtained from the official gazettes of the different countries, as the laws and decrees of the various
 latin- American countries are promulgated in these official gazettes before the same take effect. it
might be well for the Association or the libraries interested to subscribe for these official gazettes. if
the Association should take up this matter it is suggested that the correspondence be conducted in
spanish, as it is understood but little attention is paid to letters in english, and while the correspon-
dence should be carried on in a  business- like way, it would also be well to keep in mind that the
 latin- American countries are accustomed to forms of diplomacy even in business matters unknown
in this country, and communications should be in diplomatic form to receive attention.78

During the 1940s, the Association had an active Committee on Cooperation with latin
American law libraries. in 1971, the Association published a Union List of Basic Latin
American Legal Materials, edited by Kate Wallach. the Association subsequently pub-
lished Basic Latin American Legal Materials, 1970–1975, authored by Juan f. Águilar and
Armando e. gonzález.

in the 1980s, the Association had an informal but active latin American law librar-
ians (lAll) group.79 A workshop on latin American law and reference services was
offered at the 1988 AAll Annual Meeting in Atlanta, which featured a number of papers
and compiled bibliographies. At that workshop, yale’s Daniel l. Wade presented the
results of a survey he had conducted that was “intended to provide an impressionistic
snapshot of the collecting of latin American legal materials in this country.”80 Part of
the survey results listed the collection development practices pertaining to latin Amer-
ican materials for  thirty- six U.s. law libraries. Harvard, for example, was emphasizing
Brazil and Uruguay, while georgetown was heavily collecting Mexican materials.81 the
University of Detroit noted “recent intense faculty interest in Central American law” and
the University of Miami was adding books purchased from northwestern’s latin Amer-
ican collection.82 Continuing with its tradition of fostering latin American legal collec-
tions, the Association currently has a vibrant latin American law interest group that
is part of its foreign, Comparative, and international law special interest section.83

the advent and ubiquity of the World Wide Web has greatly impacted the develop-
ment of online latin American law collections. Most latin American governments now
have transparency laws in place requiring that government information, such as govern-
ment gazettes, be posted on the Web.84 links to Chile’s 2008 Ley de Transparencia (law
of transparency)85 are actually prominently displayed on Chilean government websites.
the country’s Biblioteca del Congreso nacional de Chile (library of the national Con-
gress of Chile) has a highly sophisticated web portal that provides access to Congressional
bills, laws, legislative history, and Chilean codes, with explanations of some legislation
available in sign language and audio files. online access to  upper- level latin American
court opinions is now relatively common. Many latin American law reviews are also
now available online; two of Mexico’s most prestigious law schools, for example, host
open access journal repositories.86

the posting of latin American government gazettes, codes, court opinions, and law
reviews online has diminished the need for collecting these items in print, although some
U.s. law libraries continue to do so. secondary material in the form of treatises, as well
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as english translations of primary material, continue to be available almost exclusively
in print. reflecting the need to still collect latin American legal materials in print, lillian
goldman law library’s Collection Development Policy clearly even states that it still relies
heavily on print materials from and about latin America.87 interestingly, the acquisition
of latin American legal materials in print remains perhaps as challenging as it was over
one hundred years ago.

Challenges in Acquiring Latin American 
Legal Materials

Historical Challenges
U.s. law libraries have always faced challenges in acquiring latin American legal

materials. franklin o. Poole of the Association of the Bar of the City of new york
described frustrations he encountered in purchasing foreign law books in the early twen-
tieth century:

the latin American field has presented the most difficulties. the law book trade is not organized.
the dealers know little or nothing about publications outside of their own city or it would seem in
many cases, outside of those they themselves issue; and most unfortunately they do not in most
instances appear to desire business relations with north American buyers.88

… Difficulty has been experienced in arranging for continuations. it has been our experience that
these can only be obtained by periodical prodding. except for Colombia, Brazil, Uruguay, and the
Argentine we have so far been unable to secure catalogues showing current legal publications, and
these catalogues are somewhat irregular and do not give satisfactory information as to all the publi-
cations in those countries.89

some  twenty- five years later, in 1942, Miles o. Price, law librarian of Columbia
University, nostalgically described his adventures collecting legal materials from “south
of the Border.” Mr. Price noted that prior to World War ii, he had relied on Dutch dealers
to supply the library with their law books and periodicals from south America. However,
dissatisfaction with price and service from the Dutch dealers, combined with the closing
of european markets due to the war, precipitated his nearly  six- month trip to south
America, including to Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, Chile, and Peru. Mr. Price noted several
advantages to traveling to the area and buying directly from booksellers in these coun-
tries:

first, it permitted actual inspection of the available material, infinitely better in book selection than
the best dealer’s catalog. furthermore, it turned up material not listed anywhere, as far as i had dis-
covered. second, prices were much lower than dealers’ quotations. fairly typical comparisons were
$39 instead of $200; $150 for $480; $165 for $500; 90 cents for $9, etc. i saved nearly twice the cost of
my entire trip, less my salary, in santiago alone, based upon actual quotations in hand. third, and
vastly important, i was able to secure complete sets and other material which otherwise would have
been unobtainable…. fourth, advantageous contacts were established for future purchases.90

Mr. Price explained the need for legs, luck, and lingering to obtain the best legal
material in the region: legs for traipsing around a city, luck in stumbling upon obscure
bookstores and even more obscure books, and lingering around a bookstore long enough
to work one’s way into the basement, for example, where Mr. Price found many valuable
hidden treasures.91 of course, knowledge of spanish was essential too, since the second
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language at the time was french, not english.92 Mr. Price observed that some bookshops
were found in unexpected places while others were logically located next to law schools
and the courts.93 He noted that prices in Argentina and Uruguay were much higher than
in other countries in south America.94 He described many fine libraries in the region
“though the service and organization expected in the United states are not yet com-
mon.”95

Dr. William B. stern of the lA law library described his library’s acquisitions
process at the fourth seminar on the Acquisition of latin American library Materials
(sAlAlM) in 1959.96 Dr. stern explained that the library attempted to use established
general bookdealers and importers for acquisitions. However, he noted that general deal-
ers often “fail in the field of law” even though they might excel in other academic areas.97

Dr. stern explained:
our library deals therefore with bookdealers, book agents (who may work from their home or gov-
ernmental office), stationery stores, department stores, etc. to the extent necessary… [M]ost of our
correspondence with spanish speaking countries is conducted in spanish … [P]urchases are in the
long run less expensive than gift requests and exchanges. gifts and exchanges are likely to be received
sporadically; claiming of overdue or missing parts is difficult and on the whole useless … exchanges
are frequently a one way street.98

Dr. stern continued with a discussion of the difficulty in acquiring government gazettes,
illustrated with specific examples from various countries.99

Professor fernando J. figueredo reported on the “burdensome task” of acquiring
latin American legal materials to sAlAlM in 1970.100 He shared what he believed were
some of the difficulties in collecting legal materials from the region, including possessing
legal knowledge of all the different countries, language barriers, general lack of good
indices, delays in publication and distribution, and acquiring official publications due to
bureaucratic obstacles.101 Professor figueredo advised against using the commercial latin
American Cooperative Acquisitions Program (lACAP) for legal materials but was, sur-
prisingly, a proponent of exchanges with latin American law schools.102 Professor
figueredo opined that the best way to acquire legal publications was through bookstores
or  bookstore- publishing companies, rather than from the publishing houses directly, so
that one can obtain publications from a variety of publishing houses. the author also
suggested reviewing the few general catalogs of latin American materials that are received
by university libraries. Professor figueredo concluded with an ambitious proposal to
establish five centers of acquisitions in latin America—Argentina, Chile, Brazil,
Venezuela, and Mexico—in cities with established booksellers. in each of these centers,
local lawyers and law school professors would recommend and select books for U.s. law
libraries. Professor figueredo maintained that such a program was already underway in
Argentina and Venezuela.103

in 1984, ellen schaffer, referring to Professor figueredo’s 1970 work, provided an
update on the difficulties in obtaining latin American legal materials.104 Ms. schaffer
summarized the necessary skills needed to establish and maintain a latin American legal
collection in a U.s. law library: “good fortune combined with language knowledge, a
familiarity with the legal systems involved, a tenacity of spirit, and a sense of humor.”105

rather than focusing on these problems, however, Ms. schaffer provided creative solu-
tions and methods for successfully acquiring needed legal publications. Ms. schaffer first
pointed to some of the classic bibliographic and reference works in the area, and then
shared success stories with various publishers and bookdealers in latin America.106 she
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then suggested ways of contacting government offices, businesses, universities, and people
in the region who could all conceivably assist a U.s. library acquire legal materials.107 Ms.
schaffer provided appendices of central banks, statistical agencies, and approval plan
bookdealers.108

21st Century Challenges
Many of the observations, concerns, and methods expressed by latin American

acquisitions experts in the twentieth century remain true and accurate today. for example,
prices in Argentina are generally the highest in the region; legal bookstores are often
near law schools and courts, but also in obscure corners of the city; the book trade in
some latin American countries is still highly unorganized; catalogs are incomplete; vis-
iting the region is essential in order to establish connections with booksellers and find
material that cannot be found elsewhere; and spanish language skills are essential (as is
Portuguese if collecting Brazilian legal materials).

Additionally, there are still very specific challenges to collecting latin American
legal materials and these challenges continue to vary by country. the latin American
countries with the most impact in legal publishing today are Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, and Mexico. Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela (especially before the country’s
economic collapse and paper shortage) also contribute significantly to the development
of law in the region. Publishers in countries such as Bolivia, ecuador, and guatemala
produce important material pertaining to indigenous law, while human rights materials
flow from almost every corner of the region, Ciudad Juárez to Patagonia, rapa nui to
rio de Janeiro.

Although there has been a proliferation of laws (including legislation, decrees, and
regulations), court decisions, and doctrine from the primary countries in particular, col-
lecting relevant and useful materials can be difficult. Developing sustainable collection
plans for the region is a constantly evolving process.

Overcoming the Challenges and Creating a Great 
Collection of Latin American Legal Materials 

Latin American Legal Systems
the countries most important to a law library will depend on the emphasis of the

collection, both historical and current. if current business law is important, for example,
the acquisition of legal materials from Panama might be emphasized, as the country has
seen a significant increase in foreign investment and commercial activity in recent years.
if a focus of the collection is human rights, many of the latin American countries, includ-
ing Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, guatemala, and nicaragua, will have important texts to
contribute. if the collection has a focus on legal history, Chile and Argentina will provide
a plethora of material. if constitutional law is an emphasis of the collection, treatises
about the decisions of Colombia’s Constitutional Court, one of the first in the world and
upon which many are modeled, will be of high importance.

When collecting primary law of latin American countries, one cannot rely solely
on one’s knowledge of U.s. law and collection techniques to guide acquisitions. Addi-
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tionally, one must keep in mind that, as aforementioned, each country’s legal regime is
unique despite having deceptively familiar legal systems, such as democratically elected
leaders and legislators, and an independent judiciary. each country is also unique in how
the various sources of law are weighted.

the design and development of Argentina’s government, for example, was heavily
influenced by the United states. the Argentine legislature has two chambers, and there
are multiple levels of judiciary culminating in a single high court. this is where the sim-
ilarities end when translating collection practices for U.s. legal materials to those of latin
America. As discussed previously, the Argentine legal system, like those of all former
spanish colonies in Central and south America, is rooted in the civil law tradition. As
a result, legislation is organized differently and assigned a particular hierarchy. Also,
writings of prominent scholars, especially in the form of annotations to legal codes (such
as the civil code) are given higher weight than in the United states. finally, court decisions
(jurisprudencia) are generally, but not always, accorded lesser weight, if any, than court
decisions in the United states.109 teresa  Miguel- stearns explains some of the specific
anomalies of Argentine jurisprudence:

the Corte Suprema de Justicia de la Nación (CsJn), Argentina’s highest tribunal, was created in 1853
by the Argentine Constitution and modeled after the supreme Court of the United states of America.
it has seven justices (as opposed to nine in the United states). the decisions of the U.s. supreme
Court and scholarly treatises of north American jurists continued to influence Argentine jurispru-
dence throughout the 19th century. As a result of this U.s. influence, the CsJn follows notions of
judicial review similar to the U.s. supreme Court. the CsJn will only hear a posteriori controversies
where the parties have standing, the case is ripe, and the controversy is not moot. thus, the CsJn
does not hear a priori (abstract) cases as do many other high courts in the region following civil law
tradition.

one significant difference between the CsJn and the supreme Court of the United states is that
the decisions of the CsJn bind only the parties to the ruling of the Court; there is no express doc-
trine of stare decisis. over time, however, the CsJn has successfully persuaded the lower courts to
follow the rulings of the CsJn by stating, for example, that it is the “moral duty” of the lower courts
to follow the nation’s supreme tribunal. the CsJn subsequently scolded lower courts for not follow-
ing CsJn decisions and declared that such behavior undermines the judiciary as an institution.
lower courts have generally been complicit such that although not expressly stated in the Constitu-
tion or elsewhere, the decisions of the CsJn have evolved into binding precedent in many regards,
though to what extent remains unclear. from the founding of the CsJn, its decisions have been pub-
lished in the Fallos de la Corte Suprema de Justicia de la Nación, the official print court reporter
(which is available in  full- text pdf on the Court’s website).110

this is just one example of the basic structure and influence of a high court. each
of the latin American countries’ judiciary is organized differently and its decisions are
granted varying degrees of weight. each country’s court decisions are also published, if
at all, in its own manner. A quick way to gain an understanding of each country’s legal
system is by reviewing any of several guides to understanding the legal system of a foreign
country.111

The Distribution of Latin American 
Legal Publications

Understanding the varied nature of the legal systems for each country will help a
collector determine what is important to the collection. the next challenge is learning
what is generally being published in each country. there are several ways to gain an
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understanding of what is available in print in any given country. first, legal research
guides often contain bibliographical information that will be helpful. second, local stu-
dents and scholars from the area are a valuable source of information. third, traveling
to foreign book fairs is beneficial for a variety of reasons. fourth, there are now neutral
(not attached to any publishing house) vendors based in many latin American countries
that sell legal materials to libraries.

Research Guides
research guides, such as those on the globalex and llrX websites, as well as topical

and  country- specific research guides created by law librarians around the world, can be
fruitful starting points for gaining an understanding of the legal literature of a particular
country. for example, the Argentine globalex guide, written by Argentine lawyer and
law librarian, gloria  orrego- Hoyos, has a section on the current legal codes along with
information about the country’s legal publishers.

Local Scholars
Another source of information about current legal publications from latin America

is graduate students at the law school who are from the region. every few years, it is a
worthwhile effort to speak with students from latin America to get their opinions on
which publishers are the strongest. graduate students are often thrilled to be able to sug-
gest titles in their area of expertise, share who the most prolific legal scholars are in their
respective countries, and explain the current state of legal publishing. Visiting professors
and scholars from latin America can also be very helpful for the same reasons.

Book Fairs and Bookstores
Attending national book fairs in latin American countries is an excellent way to

meet vendors, to understand the quantity and quality of legal texts published in a country,
and to explore university presses, small publishers,  subject- specific publishers, govern-
ment presses, and  non- profit and ngo publishers. Book fairs allow the collector to gain
a deep understanding of the legal publishing scene in that country and how it is changing
over time. for example, just in the last two decades, lexisnexis bought many significant
local legal publishers in various countries, including Abeledo Perrot (Argentina), edi-
ciones técnicas (Chile), and Dofiscal (Mexico); and then sold them in 2008 to a Dutch
company, legal Publishing group.112 thomson reuters purchased legal Publishing group
in 2011, acquiring Abeledo Perrot and the others.113 thomson reuters also purchased la
ley (Argentina), revista Dos tribunais (Brazil), and more. thus, the legal publishing
industry continues to evolve at a rapid pace.

Book fairs also provide an opportunity to acquire unique items for the collection
from smaller publishers or government presses that are not yet on the radar of local ven-
dors or distributors. Attendance at book fairs provides an excellent opportunity to meet
with a local vendor, walk around together, and educate the vendor on the subject matter,
publishers, and types of materials that are important to the law library. shopping together
is generally a great way to educate a vendor on the priorities of the law library.

lastly, while at book fairs it is easy to explore the city in order to find bookstores
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that sell legal materials. Many of these bookstores will be adjacent to courthouses and
law schools. some will be the storefront of the publisher; others will have books from
many publishers. still other bookstores will be in obscure locations throughout the city.114

Neutral Booksellers
Most of the vendors who distribute and sell latin American legal materials to

libraries in the United states today115 understand the general business model employed
by U.s. libraries. that is, libraries will pay for books or other materials after the items
have arrived at that library; most libraries do not pay in advance for anticipated acqui-
sitions. However, smaller vendors from smaller countries often struggle to provide all
the information required for U.s. libraries to establish the vendor in university financial
systems. Knowledge of spanish (and Portuguese for Brazil) is essential for fluid and accu-
rate communications.

generally, vendors prepare and send lists of books, pamphlets, and other material
they acquire and are offering for sale to U.s. libraries, although these lists are often incom-
plete since many of the vendors do not deal exclusively in the sale and distribution of
legal materials.116 librarians then review the lists and send purchase orders back to the
vendor for certain titles. if firm orders are not done in a timely fashion, the library risks
missing the opportunity to acquire material due to short print runs. Many established
vendors with whom a law library has a good, ongoing relationship, will respond quickly
to rush requests, and often notify the librarian of special purchase opportunities.

some of the larger countries have multiple vendors. for example, Brazil is home to
at least two significant distributors of legal books, susanne Bach Books and Atlantis
livros. Additionally, librería garcía Cambeiro, based in Buenos Aires, has an office in
Brazil (latBooks Brasil) and distributes law books from Brazil to U.s. libraries as well.
each vendor has its own process for acquiring, offering, and pricing legal material. in
countries where there are multiple vendors, it is always worth comparing the titles, pub-
lishers, and prices in order to ensure the library is acquiring the best legal texts the
country produces and the best price.

other countries have less established legal vendors. Mexico, for example, is surpris-
ingly weak and unstable in the distribution of legal materials. in recent decades, several
distributors have combined, separated, ceased operations, and reappeared. none is par-
ticularly strong in the distribution of legal materials, but several irregularly offer a small
and varied quantity of legal materials from a country that produces a massive amount
of legal texts. in this situation, it is worth utilizing every vendor possible, reviewing and
comparing their lists, and establishing close ties with the vendors so they remember to
acquire legal materials as they travel about purchasing other  non- legal texts. it is also
 well- worth going to the annual feria internacional del libro de guadalajara (interna-
tional Book fair of guadalajara) in order to understand the magnitude of the legal pub-
lishing industry and to try to forge connections with publishers directly. some publishers,
such as Porrúa, will sell directly to U.s. libraries, but only after much persistence and
effort by the librarian.

the currency or recency of legal materials received in U.s. libraries also varies 
by country. in Brazil, where most publications are released once or twice annually, the
materials are received in U.s. libraries rather quickly and efficiently. in Central America,
where publications are sporadic and printed in short runs, it is often hard for vendors
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to acquire material at all. sometimes, however, they are able to find items on second or
third sale.

one way to combat the problem of delinquent distribution is to establish an approval
plan with a vendor. for example, if a library generally purchases the most important
human rights material from Central American countries, that library can enter into an
approval plan with a Central American vendor for a certain annual dollar amount and
leave the selection to the vendor. in this way, the vendor, when traveling throughout the
region, will not hesitate to purchase a relevant item knowing that the vendor has a budget
and can make the independent judgment as to whether a certain item is relevant to the
collection.

Approval plans generally take several years of refinement before they run seamlessly.
the librarian must review each shipment of materials and communicate both good and
poor acquisitions to the vendor so that the vendor can better understand the library’s
profile. the librarian also needs to monitor the vendor’s spending. However, once a ven-
dor knows the library’s profile and budget, a library can greatly benefit from the acqui-
sition of timely, relevant materials, and the librarian’s time can be spent performing other
activities.

Exchanges
Historically, exchanges were thought to be an effective way of obtaining legal serials

from foreign law schools at a low or no cost. However, over time, these exchanges have
proven unsustainable because they are difficult and  time- consuming to track, and because
so many serial publications in latin America, such as law reviews, are  short- lived. such
efforts inevitably either become  one- sided with U.s. law libraries sending  long- standing
and regularly published law reviews without equal reciprocation; or break down alto-
gether due to change in personnel and other disruptions to the original agreement. rather,
standing orders with a reliable vendor have proven much more effective. With a standing
order, a vendor knows to send the next volume or issue of a serial as soon as it is published.
this is similar to an approval plan arrangement in that there is an agreement in place
that does not require the vendor to obtain permission from the library before sending
material.

Collaborative Acquisition and Collection 
Development Initiatives

Collaborative efforts in acquisitions and collection development have historically
been a means of addressing the specific challenges related to crafting collections of latin
American legal materials. in the second half of the twentieth century, acquiring law books
from latin America was becoming more systematic but still inconsistent. in september
1958, with the support of Congress and several libraries participating in the farmington
Plan, William H. Kurth of the library of Congress embarked on a  three- month trip to
Mexico and south America to acquire latin American research materials (including
some law) for the library of Congress and the supporting libraries.117 Prior to departure,
Mr. Kurth circulated an extensive questionnaire in which libraries indicated areas of
interest and specific titles for acquisition.118 Upon his return, he issued over 100 field
reports. some general observations of the publishing industry in latin America included
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that many titles and government publications are printed in short runs of  one- to-two
thousand copies, which make them difficult to locate; and periodicals are a struggle for
the local book trade as well as the international one.119 Commenting on Kurth’s trip, as
well as cooperation initiatives in more general terms, Dr. stern wrote:

first of all, we suggest a greater degree of cooperation among American libraries. All investigating
and purchasing missions should be cooperative enterprises. We are very grateful to the library of
Congress in sharing the results of Mr. Kurth’s recent trip with other libraries…. the los Angeles
County law library has recently engaged in a series of cooperative acquisition projects for unusual
foreign materials free of charge.120

in 1970, Mario goderich, law librarian at the University of Miami, stressed the
need for cooperative acquisitions.121 He provided many excellent reasons for such an
undertaking, including the ability to increase holdings nationwide, eliminate duplication,
meet increasing demands for specialized material, and address space issues. He acknowl-
edged the difficulties, such as meeting local needs, owning appropriate material rather
than having to borrow it, and sustainability. Mr. goderich shamed the library profession
for allowing the commercialization of acquisitions in the latin American Cooperative
Acquisitions Program (lACAP); and praised the farmington Plan, though far from per-
fect, as the first national attempt at cooperative acquisitions.122

Mr. goderich also highlighted the “Chicago Plan” of the 1930s and 40s. the Chicago
Plan involved a group of law librarians from four law libraries in Chicago who formed
an association to, among other activities, collaborate on collection efforts. After creating
a union list and noting significant duplication and serious gaps in their collections, they
agreed to each take responsibility to collect in certain areas and share freely with the
other members.123

After noting these noble collection development programs, goderich challenged
law librarians to renew cooperative efforts. He gave several possible reasons for their
reluctance including the independent nature of many law libraries, institutional rivalry,
local patron needs, and inherent difficulties in dividing collection development respon-
sibilities.124 nonetheless, goderich was certain that “time will take its toll; and these atti-
tudes will give way to necessity.” He called on the American Association of law libraries
to formulate a national plan, but reminded readers that “the responsibility for change
and adaptation lies within each one of us.”125

Collaborative collection development is obviously not a new idea but it is enjoying
a renaissance and gaining momentum in this  twenty- first century era of tightened budg-
ets. Although cooperative  book- buying trips like those of William Kurth in 1958 are
infrequent today due to greater access to legal material with established book vendors
in the region, there are many other opportunities for cooperation.

in the northeast United states, the northeast foreign law librarians Cooperative
group (nefllCg) endeavors to spread collection responsibilities among its mem-
ber libraries, informally, to cover much of the world. nefllCg, formerly known as the
new york law library group (nyllg), overlapped for several years with an earlier
effort at collaborative collection development initiated by members of the research
libraries group law Program Committee wherein certain libraries were asked to take
primary collection responsibilities (PCrs) for various countries.126 the same idea per-
meated nyllg and today’s nefllCg. original nyllg members were the law libraries
of Columbia, fordham, new york University, and yale. original nefllCg members
were the nyllg law libraries plus the University of Pennsylvania. nefflCg met  bi-
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monthly and the law library of Congress and Harvard attended the meetings as
observers.

today, nefllCg has expanded to include georgetown and Harvard. the group
meets twice annually and maintains an evolving list of countries to which members have
 self- assigned vigorous collecting responsibilities (VCrs). VCr is loosely defined and also
organic. A few years ago, as budgets continued to shrink, members agreed that a VCr
should include acquiring codes and judicial decisions, usually in the vernacular, and
some legal monographs. VCr assignments have changed over time depending on faculty
needs and financial constraints. nefllCg also maintains a spreadsheet of foreign and
international legal databases to which members subscribe. this is purely informative,
and there is no agreement regarding who is responsible for maintaining a subscription
to a particular database, and no obligation to license a database at any time. Members
agree that database subscriptions are subject purely to the needs of the institution at a
moment in time.

Conclusion
U.s. law libraries have a long and rich history of collecting latin America legal mate-

rials, and they continue that tradition today. Politics, migration, and trade are but a few
reasons why access to legal information from latin America is crucial to the community
of scholars, politicians, and lawyers in the United states. Advancements in travel and
technology make collecting easier in many respects, such as access to vendors and pub-
lishers, and speed in acquiring material; and more difficult in other respects, such as
navigating the overwhelming volume of materials flowing from the region while simul-
taneously seeking the  hard- to-find but important texts. there is no single source for
magically creating and maintaining a comprehensive collection. rather, just as it did 100
years ago, collecting the law of latin America takes time, patience, diligence, and hard
work.
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